BALTIMORE | CLEVELAND | DETROIT

Swift Air is a U.S. Based supplemental air carrier founded
in 1997, is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona and has
an operations base in Greensboro, NC. Swift flies for
major tour operators, professional sports teams, the
U.S. Government, private VIP needs and ad-hoc flying.
Swift Air’s current fleet is at 24 aircraft, which includes
Boeing 737-300, 737-400 and 737-800 aircraft.   

Airline Code WQ

Routes

Baggage Fees

Aircraft

BWI to PUJ
SUN 04/08/18-08/05/18 6,13 nts

First Checked Bag will be included at no charge on
bookings with AV-OK, Preferred Perks Plus or Premium
Class seating only.  Bookings without AV-OK, Preferred
Perks Plus or Premium Class will be charged a fee of $50*
round-trip at the airport (credit card only) for the First
Checked Bag: or purchase a supplement up to 72 hours
prior to departure for a First Bag fee of $50* round-trip.
(2nd checked bag allowed for $50 Each Way.  Baggage
fees collected at the airport are non-commissionable.)
**First Checked Bag fee does not apply to BWI-PUJ.

BWI/CLE/DTW to PUJ:
• B737-800 aircraft, 174 seats
•	3x3 all Coach Class seat
configuration
• 31” Coach Class seat pitch
• 32” Premium Class seat pitch
• 33-35” Preferred Perks Plus
seat pitch
• 39” Exit Row seat pitch

CLE to PUJ
FRI
02/23/18-08/03/18 6,7,13 nts
SAT
02/24/18-08/04/18 5,6,13 nts

Supplemental Fees

Check-In Terminals

All flights include complimentary
non-alcoholic beverage, snack
service and carry-on bag.

BWI Swift  Air Ticket Counter / upper level International Ticketing near Concourse E
CLE Swift Air Ticket Counter / Main Terminal
DTW Swift Air Ticket Counter / North Terminal next to jetBlue
Please visit: ta.travelagentcafe.com, then click Flight Info for more flight & airline information.

• Preferred Perks Plus
$45* Each Way
Includes Snack Box and
2 Standard Alcoholic drinks.
• Premium Class
$35* Each Way

DTW to PUJ
SUN 02/18/18-04/01/18 6,13 nts

FAQs
What is the luggage/size limit?  Checked bag must not weigh more than 44 lbs. with
maximum dimension of 62”.
Can I bring a 2nd checked bag?  Yes. $100 Round-trip.

• Exit Rows
$25* Each Way

What is the Carry-On Policy?  One personal item and one carry-on.  Personal item must fit
under the seat in front of you.  Carry-on must fit in the overhead compartment, and have a
maximum weight of 22 lbs. and maximum dimensions of 22” x 13” x 8”.

• Window or Aisle
$15* Each Way

Is there a cost for strollers?  No. There is no cost for strollers if they are checked at the gate.

• Middle Seat
$11* Each Way

Is there a cost for golf clubs?  Yes. $100 round-trip in lieu of a 2nd checked bag.  
Is there a cost for surfboards?  Yes. $200 round-trip and keels and fins must be removed
and placed in carry-on or checked baggage.  
Is a CPAP machine considered a carry-on?  FAA-approved CPAP machines will be allowed
on-board.  Under the terms of the Americans with Disabilities Act, a CPAP machine is considered
medical equipment and will not count against the limits of carry-on mandated by the FAA. The
passenger will be allowed one carry-on and one personal item and the CPAP machine in its
traveling case. It is advised that the case be marked with a medical equipment tag to avoid
any issues at the TSA checkpoint regarding the limits of carry-on.
Is my Portable Oxygen allowed in the cabin?  Yes. It must be an FAA-approved machine and
can be carried on free of charge.
Can I take my wedding dress as a carry-on?  Yes, however there is no closet on-board.  
It must go in the overhead compartment as a carry-on if space is available.
How do I reconfirm my Swift Air flight to make sure it is departing on time?
http://flightinfo.org/airline/swift-air
You will need the airline code and flight number (for example: WQ125).

All public charter flights on Swift Air PC 17-075 are operated by Apple Vacations, LLC. *All pricing subject to change without notice. AD9100-bwi/cle/dtw-rev 03/18

